
 
 
 
 
 
April 1, 2013 
 
To Lakeshore Tourism Cluster Participants 
 
Jennifer Laughlin, Connie Loden and I wanted to update you in advance of our meeting 
this week to some developments within our group.  As we all know, there are significant 
differences between tourism and the other industry clusters.  They include a wide 
disparity of product and budget among member counties, and most notably the fact that 
while we certainly have a track record of working together cooperatively, we are the only 
cluster where included businesses actually compete with each other. 
 
Since our last meeting there have been concerns from some of our members that they 
could potentially lose business to another county, if asked to promote what is happening 
in other communities, and some tourism officials believe that there is duplication of 
efforts that are already underway- such as Schooner Coast. 
 
In an effort to build consensus and examine where we are, a smaller group recently met.  
In that meeting after some very open and honest discussion, we concluded that revising 
our objective to an easier to attain goal would be beneficial to the group.  Your co-chairs 
have in no way changed our opinion about the potential long term benefits of our efforts, 
but think that we need to show a win in our first objective to solidify long term success of 
the program. 
 
We want to discuss, at this week’s meeting, revising our first effort around a Birding and 
Biking Promotion and a Sunday Night Stay Promotion, rather than linking the events 
together to encourage staying an extra day.  Linking the Biking infrastructure and Birding 
opportunities, package our natural assets expanding the offerings into a stronger regional 
attraction and fill a void that tourism bureaus have not addressed yet, and visitors are 
requesting. The Sunday Night Stay Promotion will promote a day of the week that our 
lodging members can generally use help on across all seasons, along with keeping people 
in the area longer to patronize attractions and businesses. 
 
We look forward to seeing you this week, and remember the saying: “a rising tide lifts all 
boats”. 
 
David Sanderson and Jennifer Laughlin 


